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When it comes to enduring beauty, superior quality, and distinctive style, 
no other window can compare.

Windows bring light, openness and warmth to a room, creating a sanctuary of
comfort and security.  The Encore is custom-crafted for exceptional beauty
and worry-free performance.  It's available in a variety of styles to enhance
any taste, adding a new dimension to the enjoyment of home life.

BEAUTY THAT LASTS

Here elegance meets function for year-round coziness and peace of mind.  
Our eco-friendly, 100% virgin PVC is virtually maintenance-free, never 
chipping, peeling, blistering or cracking, and never requiring painting.

SAVE ENERGY AND MONEY

We are proud to feature                           windows.  This unique, state-of-the-
art spacer system virtually eliminates seal failure.  The system seals in comfort,
creating an effective thermal barrier that is backed by the best guarantee in
the industry!  This "green", environment-friendly system makes homes more
energy-efficient and reduces the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere, saving
energy dollars and contributing to a greener future.

SEASON AFTER SEASON, YEAR AFTER YEAR, YOU’LL FIND THE

ENCORE IS A TRUE STAR PERFORMER.

Replacing the windows in your home with premium Encore 
windows is one of the best
investments you can make for
higher resale value, more energy
savings and peace of mind.

Source: Remodeling Magazine - Cost vs. Value Report, 2010-2011

Initial Investment $

Immediate Return 
on Investment $

Midrange Windows
76%

Upscale Windows
83%

LOOKING FOR THE BEST REPLACEMENT WINDOW?

Demand an 
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ENGINEERED TO SURPASS THE HIGHEST STANDARDS, 
THE ENCORE SERIES OUTPERFORMS AGAIN AND AGAIN.

• SLIM LINE DESIGN provides more glass area without sacrificing strength

• DS-33 DOUBLE STRENGTH GLASS is standard on all Encore windows

• DOUBLE WALL LIFT AND PULL RAILS for strength and ease of operation

• ALL-FUSION WELDED SASH AND BEVELED EXTERIOR FRAME for the ultimate in strength and weather 
tightness and a beautiful appearance inside and out

• CAM ACTION LOCKING SYSTEM for increased security and weather tightness

• TUBULAR STRENGTH MULTI-HOLLOW CONSTRUCTION traps air and provides superior insulation and 
sound-deadening value

• REINFORCED DOUBLE WALL SASH MEMBERS for the ultimate in strength

• 2-PIECE SLOPED SILL DESIGN on the double hung style and POCKET SILL DESIGN on the double and triple
sliders guarantee strength, stability and proper drainage

• HIGH-TECH MULTIPLE WEATHER-STRIPPING for superior
sealing against air and water infiltration

• CONSTANT FORCE BALANCE SYSTEM ensures a lifetime of 
quiet and easy operation

• WATER DRAINAGE SYSTEM is specially designed to keep water 
where it belongs...outside the house

• VENTILATION LATCHES allow enjoyment of breezes without 
fully opening windows

• WIDER AND DEEPER INTERLOCKS for security and additional
protection from the elements

• ECO-FRIENDLY 100% VIRGIN PVC FORMULATION for 
optimum strength, color fastness, structural integrity and weatherability

• ENERGY STAR rated

• NFRC certified
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Encore Windows Are Designed For A Lifetime 
Of Beauty And Performance

Because we use only the finest materials, precision 
engineering and the latest technology, we back all 
our premium vinyl windows and patio doors with 

our exclusive Lifetime Transferable Limited Warranty. 

It’s a guarantee that you are making the best 
investment in the value of your home.  
It’s a guarantee of peace of mind.

LIFETIME WARRANTY



DOUBLE HUNG AND PICTURE WINDOWS

Lasting beauty, timeless style and unmatched performance make the 
Encore Double Hung window the perfect choice. 

Inside and out, from the smooth, clean interior look to the decorative
beveled exterior, this window makes a stylish 

statement about home and lifestyle. 

In addition to the classic inside and 
outside beauty of the window, you'll be

pleased with the smooth operation and ability
to tilt in the window for easy cleaning.  The

Encore window series has been designed
not only for timeless aesthetic appeal, 

but also for the ultimate in state-of-the-art 
performance. 

Manufactured with computer precision, you are
guaranteed a virtually maintenance-free window that will

fit perfectly in the window opening.  Every window is custom made for
each and every home and need.  We never use a stock size window to take
care of a custom size problem!  Imagination can enhance the window 
even more with options such as internal grids or interior wood grain 
laminates for the warm look of wood without the expense.

The Encore Collection also features elegant Picture Windows that open a
room to maximum light.  Used alone or with another window style, the
Picture Window brings the outside in for a picture-perfect view.
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DOUBLE AND TRIPLE SLIDER WINDOWS

The Encore 100% virgin vinyl Slider windows are custom-crafted in
two-lite or three-lite configurations to complement any home and
taste.  They create a contemporary feel and, with no horizontal
obstructions, provide a wide-open view for a new dimension in 
elegance.

These Sliders offer all the features
you would expect from an Encore
window.  The energy-efficient, all-
welded sash and frame design gives
superior protection from the 
outside elements while the solid
brass wheel assembly assures
smooth, effortless operation.

Removable sashes for convenient,
easy cleaning from inside the house
and multi-chambered construction
for unsurpassed insulation as well as
sound reduction make the Encore
Slider windows the perfect 
replacement solution.
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CASEMENT AND AWNING WINDOWS

Modernize.  Dramatize.  Maximize.  The Encore Casement window is 
the fresh, clutter-free way to create a clean, contemporary look that makes a 
beautiful architectural statement.

Utilizing the most advanced, reliable and smooth operating hardware, 
the Casement operates effortlessly.  For the utmost in comfort, 
energy efficiency and security, a multi-point locking system keeps 

the double weather-stripped window closed tightly against the 
elements with one simple operation.  The window 

conveniently cranks out to 90 degrees for easy 
cleaning from the inside and for maximum 

ventilation.

The Encore fixed Casement is the perfect, aesthetic 
match for the operating Casement when used as a multiple 

window unit.

The versatile Awning window, when combined with the
fixed Casement, adds viewing area and a distinctive 
design element. The Encore Awning and Casement 
feature folding handles so there is never interference 
with or limitation to interior window treatments.
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PATIO DOORS

Vinyl & Fiberglass Sliders and Fiberglass French Doors

Encore Patio Doors bring the great outdoors inside, opening up a home to the
beauty of nature.  Extending indoor living space into a yard or onto a deck, they
brighten a home, adding maximum view. 

The vinyl and fiberglass sliders glide effortlessly while the fiberglass French doors
swing open to drench a room with light and air.  Combining elegance and 
character with virtually maintenance-free durability, they perform to the highest
standards, guaranteeing worry-free operation and a lifetime of carefree enjoyment.

All Encore patio door glass is tempered for added safety and security and is 
available with a wide variety of energy-efficient and decorative options.
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BAY & BOW WINDOWS

Room-expanding Bay and Bow windows define special places in the home,
creating atmosphere and flair for a dramatic look and enhancing your
home’s architecture.

Bay and Bow windows, rich in detail and design, transform a room with
light and elegance, creating a sense of spaciousness and connection with 
the outdoors.  Available in a wide variety of styles, finishes and decorative
glass options, they become the focal point of any room.  Plus the optional
insulated seat board is the perfect showcase for collectibles and photographs.

Double hung windows or casements can be combined with a picture 
window to create a distinctive Bay.  Bow windows, consisting of 
equally divided casements or double hung windows, form a sweeping 
crescent shape.
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GARDEN WINDOWS

Decorator Garden windows add brightness, color
and charm to a kitchen, bringing the beauty of
nature indoors.  They make any season growing
season for plants, flowers and herbs.

The Encore Garden consists of trapezoid-shaped
flanker casement windows that open for 
ventilation.  These casements, along with the
sloped glass top, allow in the maximum amount of
sunlight while the sloped top and insulated seat
board keep out the elements.

The Garden window opens up a whole new 
dimension of year-round pleasure.
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SOLAR HEAT GAIN
When deciding on the optimum glass package for your home, 
comfort, energy-efficiency and the orientation of each window
should be considered.  The goal is to block out Solar Heat Gain 
in western and southern exposures to save air conditioning costs in
summer, while allowing it through north and east windows to help
cut down heating bills in winter.

CUSTOMIZED GLASS CHOICES

Because a full 80% of a window is glass, glass performance is critical
for a home's comfort and energy efficiency.  That's why Encore offers
so many custom packages, each incorporating the latest innovations
and technology and far exceeding the most demanding requirements. 

Windows are exposed to different heat, cold, sun and weather 
conditions every day.  These changes all challenge windows 
differently.  No single glass system can provide maximum 
comfort, long-term energy savings and optimum light 
transmission. That's why the Encore system offers a customized
approach with a variety of high efficiency, insulated glass 
packages that enable you to "Solar Tune™" a home environment.

•  Standard DS-33 Double Strength glass

• Variety of energy-efficient glass packages that "solar tune" a
home for maximum comfort and energy savings

•  Optional                   tempered or laminated glass packages 
for additional security

•  Optional obscure glass for privacy

Our many choices, including sound control, are sure to meet your
every need.

Force400 G south-all day sun

west-intense heat

east-early morning sun

north-minimal sun
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ENVIROSEALED WINDOWS™

...Saving The Planet One Window At A Time

To help keep the weather outside where it belongs while keeping
your home more comfortable year-round, a thermally-efficient,
warm edge spacer system is critical.  Encore Envirosealed 
windows have the best in the industry!

Homeowners lose a good part of their heating and cooling dollars
due to window inefficiencies.  Now you can stop your energy
dollars from flying out your old, leaky windows.  Envirosealed
Windows with dual-sealed DuraPlatform spacers efficiently 
insulate a home, greatly reducing energy consumption.

And, as important as saving money is, more efficient windows
also produce less harmful gases such as CO2.  This means the
savings will be seen beyond energy costs.  In fact, if every home
in America had the most efficient warm edge spacers, we could
save the environment over 56 million tons of CO2 a year.

• Encore qualifies as a "green" window system

• DuraPlatform system assures greater gas retention for 
maximum insulation

• Maximum condensation resistance

• Warmer in winter and cooler in summer

•  Greatly reduces risk of mold growth for a healthier home
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INVISISCREEN
For a brighter, clearer
view, more light and
better air flow.

SHAPES
Custom-made in almost any architectural
shape, Encore windows can be crafted in
arches, triangles, circles, and octagons.

GRIDS

LOCK FINISHES

Flat                  Contour             Diamond             Prairie                Colonial         

Antique Brass                       Brushed Nickel                     Western Pewter

DISTINCTIVE OPTIONS ADD BEAUTY AND STYLE

V-GROOVE GLASS
Wide variety of design
options available.

DUALTECH™ LOCKING SYSTEM
For a clean sightline and easy operation,
nothing compares to this integrated 
hardware system.

DualTech combines a streamlined lock
with a totally hidden tilt latch for an elegant appearance, while a 
simple swing of the levers operates the entire system.  Incredible
strength, dependable performance and two locking points on the 
window sash provide additional safety and protection.

White            Champagne    Earth Tone             Tan                 Bronze               Brown              Brick Red     Window Forest         Black 
50                      80                      72                     71                    H61                   905                   120              Green Q8         211

White               Beige              Cocoa             White               White            White              White               Beige             Beige              Beige              Beige             Cocoa             Cocoa             Cocoa           

White                Beige             Cocoa             Cherry          Light Oak         Dark Oak        Brazilian  Cherry          Light Oak         Dark Oak         Brazilian           Cherry         Light Oak         Dark Oak             
Pecan                                                                               Pecan                                                           

COLORS

STANDARD PAINTED EXTERIOR OPTIONS

Due to printing variations, paint colors may not be an accurate representation of the actual color.

EXT.

INT.

Made In The USA
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